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Abstract

Bontang City Bus stations is a place that is fixed, serving the community, open to the public, and the function is to provide good service and information / knowledge - knowledge about ground transportation. And most importantly, the passengers will get comfort when in the station. The theme used in the design object Bontang City Bus Stations is a theme approach Patas Insight Architecture Behavior.

The theme is considered suitable by the authors as consistent with the objectives of the design object, that is quick and limited, meaning the vehicle out of circulation will be smooth and vehicles entering into the terminal will be limited, which is supporting a good vehicle to sirkiasi building Bontang City Bus Stations can be into a building that will be far from unpleasant, especially in the circulation of vehicles that entered discharge activity in these stations.

While the concept Notching / stations building mass created by the rapid flow of passenger circulation and very easily accessible by passengers while flying inside the terminal. Therefore, when depicted as a straight line as the circulation time of admission until it reaches the passenger lounge of the bus. Site taken in the design of this terminal is the city of Bontang exactly on Jl. Lieutenant General. S. Parman. The location was chosen because it has more value, where access roads and transportation to and from the site is very proper that make the site easily accessible location, and location of the site is the place of the original project Bontang terminal is established.